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Laser Genesis
Roll back the years



WHAT AREAS CAN BE
TREATED?

WHAT IS LASER GENESIS ?

Laser Genesis delivers gentle laser energy to
improve the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles,
and redness and diminish the signs of ageing for
beautiful, brilliant skin. It also stimulates
collagen production and treats stretch marks

WHAT DOES LASER GENESIS
FEEL LIKE?

You will experience a gentle warming of your
skin’s surface during the procedure. Patients
often describe the treatment as relaxing and
therapeutic

Laser Genesis is an ideal treatment for the face,
neck, chest, and other areas of the body with
noticeable signs of ageing, sun damage,
redness, mild wrinkles or scarring.

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE SIDE
EFFECTS?

Because the Laser Genesis procedure is non
invasive, you may notice a slight redness
immediately after treatment which will resolve
within a few hours.
Since there is no downtime, you can apply
sunscreen and makeup and return to your
normal daily activities immediately.

HOW MANY TREATMENTS
ARE
REQUIRED?
A series of six to twelve Laser Genesis
treatments are recommended to achieve an
optimal outcome. Improvements are
gradual and will be seen over a period of
few treatments. Results will continue to
improve for months after the last treatment.
To sustain results over time, ongoing
maintenance treatments are encouraged.

If you have been seeking a quick, no
downtime procedure to gently improve
your overall complexion and give you a
beautiful, confident appearance, Laser
Genesis is the treatment for you!

IS LASER GENESIS FOR ME?

LOVE YOUR SKIN
Achieve beautiful, brilliant skin with Laser
Genesis at Le Sands Clinic and boost your
natural, inner confidence instantly

LOOK AND FEEL AMAZING

Rosacea
Diffusing redness
Smoothing fine lines
Improving skin quality and health
Reducing scarring 
Treating Acne scars

Laser Genesis is gentle and delivers soothing
light and heat in treating the following:

“I love how my skin
looks after laser

genesis treatment.
It’s brighter, smoother,

and looks more
refreshed.” - JP

“I started noticing fine
lines and increased

redness in my early 30’s.
Laser Genesis was just
what I needed to make
my skin look and feel

younger.” - AR


